The first part of the present theory is devoted to the derivation of a Fokker-Planck equation. The eddies smaller than the hydrodynamic scale of the diffusion cloud form a diffusivity, while the inhomogeneous, bigger eddies give rise to a nonuniform migratory drift. This introduces an eddyinduced shear which reflects on the large-scale diffusion. The eddy-induced shear does not require the presence of a permanent wind shear and is intrinsic to the diffusion. Secondly, a transport theory of diffusivity is developed by the method of repeated-cascade and is based upon a relaxation of a chain of memories with decreasing information. The cutoff is achieved by a randomization which brings statistical equilibrium. The number of surviving links varies in accordance with the number of subranges composing the spectrum. Since the intrinsitc shear provides a production subrange added to the inertia subrange, the full range of diffusion consists of inertia, composite and shear subranges. The theory predicts a variance a 2~/3 , J 12 ' 5 and t-and an eddy diffusivity 3 , Z 7 ' 6 Z for the above diffusions. The coefficients are evaluated. Comparison with experiments in the upper atmosphere and oceans is made.
I. Introduction
The diffusion by irregular movements of particles at time t and position X can be described by a scale-independent phenomenological model, or by a scale-dependent dynamical model. For molecular diffusion, the scale-independent diffusivity D yields a mean square displacement of particles, or variance o-= 2 D t.
(la)
The analysis of correlations equally lead Taylor 1 to a scale-independent eddy diffusion K, so that the variance o 2 = 2 Kt (lb) in a travel time t larger than the duration of correlation took the same form as (la).
Observations on diffusion suggested the need of a more structural and therefore scale-dependent diffusivity
as proposed by Richardson 2 , giving a variance
The arguments did not provide an analytical basis of the scale-dependence. For this reason, Tchen 3 gave a kinetic foundation by incorporating the scale into a two-particle distribution function and the position into a one-particle distribution function.
For an isotropic diffusion, that theory reproduced the Heisenberg law of diffusivity 4 similar to (2 a), and a variance similar to (2 b) . For a shear diffusion, it predicted a diffusivity
and a variance o 2~f2 (4) on the basis of an energy spectrum 5 F-k-1 .
The variance (4) agrees with observations in largescale diffusion. In addition to the above questions on diffusivities, there were discussions on the influence of a wind shear on diffusion in the presence of a nonuniform convection 6 ' 7 . In view of the importance of diffusion in atmosphere [8] [9] [10] and in oceans '' and of the need for clarifying the above issues, we propose to develop a theory of turbulent diffusion by decomposition into repeated-cascade.
We shall derive a Fokker-Planck equation of turbulent diffusion in Section II, and formulate a memory-chain of eddy transports in Section III. It is to be remarked that the existence of a memory is basic to the Kubo formualism of diffusion 12 and to the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation from the BBGKY kinetic hierarchy 13 . The method of repeated-cascade has served to close the correlation hierarchy in hydrodynamic 14 , plasma 15 and gravity turbulence 16 . Explicit formulas of eddy diffusivity will be derived for inertia, shear and composite diffusions in Section IV. Solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation will be given in Section V, and comparison with experiments will be made in Section VI.
II. Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation for Turbulent Diffusion
The diffusion of particles has always been modeled by a partial differential equation of the parabolic type. It w T as first examined by Fokker 17 ' 18 and Planck 19 in quantum theory, and was analyzed by Kolmogoroff 20 in probability theory. By treating the transition probability as characterizing a transport, Tchen 21, 22 rederived the Fokker-Planck equation of diffusion for a Markoff process and found a migratory drift. For a non-Markoff process with a memory due to a long-range force, the transition was replaced by a closure of kinetic hierarchy, and a generalized Fokker-Planck equation was obtained 13 .
In the derivation of a Fokker-Planck equation for turbulent diffusion which follows, we shall exploit all the aforementioned features: differential scales, migratory drift and memories.
The density n(t,X)
of particles in a turbulent medium of velocity ll(t, X) is governed by the following equations:
and
where p is the hydrostatic spressure, Q is the density 
and the density flux nuj= -£jS(dN/dxs with an eddy viscosity
The upper limit of integrations in (12) and (14) is the hydrodynamic time scale t.
The representation of an eddy diffusivity (14) by an integral of the Lagrangian correlation confirms the old considerations by Taylor 
Upon substituting (13) into (10), we find the
We write the eddy diffusivity in the form
where we distinguish a contribution \ by eddies larger than the hydrodynamic scale, and a contribution K by smaller eddies. They play two distinct roles of convection and diffusion, respectively, yielding approximately (18) so that a substitution of (18) reduces (16) to a Fokker-Planck equation
The Fokker-Planck coefficients are the molecular and turbulent diffusivities, and the velocity of con-
The convection consists of a permanent wind speed Uj and a migratory drift -d£js/dxs due to the inhomogeneity of the eddies which are larger than the hydrodynamic scale of N(t,X). This drift was also found by Tchen 21 ' 22 in the Markoff diffusion.
The gradient For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the smallscale diffusivity to its diagonal components, by writing Kjs = Kßß djß dSß,
where the index ß= 1,2,3 is understood as not being subject to the convention of summation. In addition, we assume that the eddy diffusivity equals the eddy viscosity of the fluid, the structure of which will be investigated in Sections III and IV.
III. Memory-Chain of Decreasing Information as the Basis of a Transport Theory of Eddy Viscosity
The By inference, an accumulated macroscopic rank is
provided that the truncation within the appropriate wavenumber bounds be understood.
In analogy with (14) we define an eddy viscosity retains lower ranks intact. After such an average, the quantity (24) becomes of rank value lower than a.
Since the rank average is devised to select any rank in the sequence (22) , it can be used to derive the dynamic equations for that rank from the hvdrodynamic equations governing M. Here we shall simply recall that the degradation of M into small scales, in its contribution to (24) , is effected by a Reynolds stress (u 2 +1 ll 2 + 1 ) 1 + 1 proportional to an eddy viscosity + On that basis we see that the evolution of )f in (24) is coupled to )f + 1 .
For the purpose of formulating the dynamics of the above degeneration and coupling, we consider the dynamical equation for the rank in k space, as derived by means of the cascade method mentioned above 14 (25) aim at determining turbulent transports, and therefore are called Langevin equations. However, they differ in that (lib) pertains to the calculation of a mean flux which is maintained by a macroscopic density gradient, while (25) describes the internal structure of a transport property associated with a group of eddies which are degraded by a train of smaller and more random ones.
Upon multiplying the Langevin equation (25) by M ^ and averaging, we find the differential equation
which is integrated to
• exp{ -(r djs + r]% +1 ) k, ks(t -t') } . (27 a) with the use of
(27 b)
Further integrations, with respect to k and r = t -t give the eddy viscosity of rank a
An accomodation coefficient cx = 0.2, which is difficult to determine in view of the uncertain damping kernel in (24) , has been reported earlier 14 , y 2 is a scale of conversion in the Fourier transformation, and F 3 is a spectral distribution of energy of rank a i {ur*um*y = fdkF*m{k) kr (29) Equation (28) 
Parallely, the relaxation frequencies wft 3 = kf lcs a r/% + \ a =1,2,...
are also coupled in a more or less organized manner. Following (30), the determination of >/;s would require the knowledge of the velocity correlations at all higher ranks and previous times t >f">..., according to the definition (24).
The chain (30), which is generated by the differential equation (25) , pictures the memory as the tracking of information carried by a trace of time correlations
back into the past times t°, t, t", .... Each filtered correlation, e.g. (U n (0) U ^ (T) )', is an association which effectuates a time transfer according to (26) , whenever a pattern of energy content ( is recognized out of the bath of an uncorrected noise field f' 1 -and of correlated, but more random, agitation u". The random movements by U provide an absorbing property r\' at an absorbing frequency (o =k 2 rj". The evolution of the filtered motion u'V and of its pattern <U ^ (0)U (1 )(t) )' in respect to the sequence (22) during a time t° gives an op-portunity of experiencing its association (coupling) with It" as an absorbing agent, and, therefore, of also recognizing the latter's composition and pattern (M"(0)U"(T) )" of lower energy content and of duration t . This coupling process regresses to the past times t>t">t"'..., perhaps for ever, as in a system of infinitely sharp perception which could recall all minute and microscopic details. Such a system is indeed deterministic. Alternatively, in a stochastic system, the coupling reaches in the long run such a low energy level that it may be completely succumbed to a large number of small and random agitations it receives, so that the last pattern in the chain becomes totally diffuse, assimilated to and burried in the random and unrecognizable environment which does not avail to further tracking. Then in fact a statistical equilibrium is reached, when we write for the last rank a 
We describe three modes of randomization as follows :
(i) In randomization by thermal agitations, we identify (34 a) ^random (ii) In randomization by isomerization, we regard the memory-chain as a polymer with isomeric links of uniform spectral structure F.
(iii) In randomization by cascade transfer, we call on the smallest eddies which are still capable of cascade transfer for contributing to diffusion, but which are not more capable of further degradation and tracing into the past, since they are totally assimilated with the inertia eddies of the bath, of absorption coefficient Random-Since the structure of the bath eddies which shape that property has an environment of rank a with a property rf-on its own, the last link of the chain finds itself prescribed by a functional relation of the type The mode (i) of randomization is not useful except in diffusion close to the molecular diffusion. The mode (ii) is most simple, and has been exploited in predicting the Kolmogoroff law of isotropic turbulence 14 . The mode (iii) is more comprehensive and is applicable to all diffusions accompanied by a cascade transfer. In this mode, we incorporate the said mechanism of cascade transfer in the eddy viscosity by writing ^random = C« +1 (ä*) 1^) (34 c)
as an extension of the Richardson law (2 a) now including ranks, where
are the environmental dissipation and vorticity function, respectively.
We can count on £ 2 to fluctuate at its ranking scale as
following a cascade process and thereby we transform (34 c) into
This randomization does not depend on external conditions like v and £ = >'<(Vi0 2 }, and has the essential property of referring >/?aTidom to r] J , and thus cutting the memory-chain.
In order to be consistent with (21), we write rj% mr]ßßdjßdse,
and shall omit the index in rj a for the sake of abbreviation. We then reduce the chain (30) to For diffusions extending to the inertia, shear and composite subranges, we require a memory-chain of two links, with rf and rj" given by (39 a) and (39 b), respectively. Thus we have
Upon solving tor r\" from the system of Eqs. (40) and (41), we find the expression
k'
which, substituted into (39 a), will determine rj'. The explicit forms of the solutions for r\ will be discussed in Section IV.
IV. Explicit Expressions of Eddy Diffusivities
For the unsteady motion of dilute particles, with a Stokes friction linearly proportional to the velocity of a particle relative to the fluid and a friction of acceleration, w r e have found 22 that the diffusivity of particles can be approximated by the eddy viscosity of the fluid, i. e.
Kmr{. (43)
For this reason, we shall provisionally not distinguish between the eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity in the following. Since they may differ sometimes in accordance with their different damping kernels associated w 7 ith (24), their numerical coefficients may not be determined too accurately when the above approximation is made.
In modeling the diffusions, we distinguish the following subranges:
(a) In an inertia diffusion, the controlling spectrum at all ranks is uniformly the Kolmogoroff law T and is valid for small scales.
(b) In a shear diffusion, the controlling spectrum at all ranks lies uniformly in the production subrange. The diffusion is necessary anisotropic and is of large scales.
(c) In a composite diffusion, the spectrum in the inertia subrange controls the mixing over small distances or time intervals, while the spectrum in the production subrange controls the mixing over large distances or time intervals.
Since a cloud of particles may evolve in time or position, we shall discuss the diffusivities according to their governing spectra in the wavenumber and frequency spaces.
A) Inertia Diffusion
In an inertia diffusion, where the spectrum controlling the eddy diffusivities at all ranks follows uniformly the inertia law, we can drastically simplify the calculation of eddy viscosity by reducing the system (39 a) and (42) 
The inertia subrange of the energy spectrum in an isotropic turbulence satisfies the Kolmogoroff law 14 in k and ft) spaces: 
consisting of a permanent wind shear and an intrinsic shear as discussed in (20), an inertia subrange still subsists following a production subrange. Under that circumstance, the inertia spectrum is Faa = AaaeTK bß .
Formula (49) has the same power law as (46 a), but takes an anisotropic form, with different rates of dissipations
£ 33= -rj* r 2 + e0.
Here rj* is an eddy viscosity originating from pressure fluctuations. Since
we expect to have
B) Shear Diffusion
The governing spectrum has a spectral law 5 Other components F22 and FiS do not possess a production subrange, and therefore sustain their inertia laws (49), with their corresponding diffusivities (47).
C) Composite Diffusion
The composite diffusion is governed by two parameters £ and up characteristic of both the inertia and production subranges. For the purpose of modeling a composite diffusivity from the chain of memories (39 a) and (42), we note first that they involve the moments 
V. Dispersion of Particles from a Source
The eddy diffusivity, as determined by a frequency spectrum, is a function of the time interval t°, see (47 b), (54 b) and (56 b). This is the time interval between the input source at t -1° and the density output at t. Thus we can write the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (19) in the Fourier transform
using the approximation (21) and assuming that U is locally homogeneous. The source may be assumed to be gaussian
in k space, where b is the mean width of the gaussian cloud, and P(t) is the intensity of the source at time t
fdxS(t, X) =P(t). (59) -oo
With the use of (58 b), we reduce (57) to
where
While the time evolution of N(t,X) can be obtained by a Fourier inversion of (60) which will not be discussed, we shall calculate the variance of N, as defined by
where X is the systematic displacement by the convection 17, and is
In noting that we find that the moments are 
It is to be remarked that in a shear flow, the horizontal diffusion is stronger than the vertical diffusion, because the former is in the shear and composite subranges and the latter is in the inertia subrange.
We can distinguish two types of sources.
A) Instantaneous Source, i. e. P (t) = const d (t)
The formulas (61) and (67) give
Upon substituting for K from (47 b), (54 b) and source as follows: (56 b), we find from (68) the variances in three (a) Inertia diffusion regimes of diffusion, as follows: 
VI. Discussions of Results and Comparison with Experiments
We summarize the results (47 a), (54 a), (56 a), (69), and (71) from an instaneous or a continuous The comparison suggests a diffusion of the composite and shear types. The experimental evidence of the shear law 3 (74 b) was first reported by Zimmerman 27 in support of an earlier theoretical prediction by Tchen 3 ' 5 , and confirmed the numerical modeling by Justus and Hides 28 and Hides 29 .
within the inertia subrange of the spectrum; in the stage (b) of composite diffusion, the cloud overlaps both the inertia and production subranges, and in the stage (c) of shear diffusion, the large cloud is controlled by the eddies in the production subrange. The eddy diffusivity takes the power laws X~Z 4/3 , Z 7/e , I
and the time growth of the variance takes the power laws t 12/5 , t 2 (76) tfor the three diffusions.
When we collect the atmospheric diffusion data from different authors over a large time span, and make a proper reduction of data from balloon-pairs into single particles, we find the existence of all ii x j-ü * ft. in wr. i formation. Professor S. Grossmann of the University of Marburg, Germany, suggested that the cutoff of the memory-chain, based upon the reflection to a more recent pattern, will serve as a generalization of the Kubo formalism of transport theory. Dr. E. Bauer and Dr. P. A. Selwyn of the Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington, Virginia, kindly communicated some data on diffusion. We would like to thank them for their communications.
